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Û eAsyjet Pro
airpolishing for turbine coupling

Û easyjet pro opens up a new dimension of turbine couplings. just a 
simple click and your turbine becomes a skillful prophylaxis unit, which offers  
the same well-proven features as mectron’s table top units: a powerful  
powder jet, easy handling and reliable airpolishing. shape and balance also  
enable a good handling and a controlled precise powder jet direction. 
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Û eAsyjet Pro

Û colors
The easyjet pro is 
available in seven 
different colors.  
The colorful selection  
will become a  
prophylaxis highlight 
in your office!
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Û the technology
reliable and ergonomic

Û easyjet pro stands out due to  its innovative technology, which 
allows high reliability. All parts are optimized for daily use.

Û 120° angle
Û just a click to connect
Û 360° rotating head
Û  powder and water 

travel separately until  
they reach the nozzle

Û  the water surrounds the 
jet of powder and air and  
prevents powder dust

Û fully sterilizable

Û  powder capacity 
of 14 grams

Û  a new technique 
allows a constantly 
effective powder jet

Û  no clogging

Û  Technical 
DaTa

Û  incoming air 
pressure between  
2.3 – 3.2 bar

Û  incoming water 
pressure between 
0 – 3 bar

Û spray hanDpiece Û powDer 
chamber
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Û stainless steel ring-nut 
Û transparent dome for optimal control of powder level 
Û triangular thread for easy opening
Û    thanks to its specific shape there will be no powder deposits on the thread 

Û silicon
proTecTor

Û  protects teeth
Û  prevents any 

pollutant entry
Û dismountable
Û fully sterilizable

Û powDer chamber cap
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Û the turbine AdAPter
Û easyjet pro offers you a high degree of flexibility with its six different turbine coupling 
connectors. With just a click you can carry out the prophylaxis treatment. the connector can  
easily be changed by an authorized mectron service in case of a turbine coupling change.

Û bien Air unifix 
And unifix l

Û KAVo multiflex 
And multiflex lux Û sironA r And b

Û W & h roto QuicK 
And roto QuicK lux Û midWest Û borden
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Û the PoWder
Û mectron prophylaxis 
powder is delivered in 
convenient plastic bottles. 
each bottle contains  
250 grams of powder. 
the package includes 
two bottles of mectron 
prophylaxis powder.

the new taste  
is originated by  
a new lemon  
flavor mixed  
with a larger  
quantity of  
sweet saccharin.

Particles of sodium bicarbonate at a high rate of acceleration combined  
with warm water enable an extremely fine, regular and precise jet. the  
jet eliminates discolorations more effectively, gently and faster than when  
using rubber heads and polishing pasta, even in the interdental spaces.

each bottle has its 
dosage measuring 
cap, indicating the  
proper powder 
quantity for each  
mectron airpolisher.

Û qualiTy
its optimized flowing  
and hydrophobic  
feature avoid clogging 
and allow a more  
regular powder jet  
with amazing  
treatment results.

Û effecT Û TasTe Û powDer
Dosage

Before, during and after easyjet pro-treatment
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